R.E/P.S.H.C.E

Maths

Families
Belonging
Agreeing rules
Reflecting on stories in the Bible
about food and their importance
for Jewish and Christian faith
Fair trade at Harvest
Being thankful
Taking responsibility
The importance of truthfulness

Year 2: Addition and subtraction within 100 using equipment: cubes and rods of 10 to provide a
concrete example; mental addition; multiplication and division focusing on the following times tables:
2s, 3s, 5s and 10s; place value to 1000.
Year 3: Addition and subtraction within 1000 using equipment: cubes, rods of 10 and blocks of 100 to
provide a concrete example; addition and subtraction in a column with regrouping (carrying on or
borrowing); word problems; multiplication and division focusing on the following times tables: 4s and 8s

Art & DT
The work of Paul Cezanne
Still life and observational drawing
Using charcoal, pencil and
watercolours
Designing, making and evaluating
a cycle helmet
Designing, making and evaluating
a healthy snack

DRIVER 1: Exploring Opportunities
(Visits and Visitors)

Visit to Shropshire Hills Discovery
Centre to find out about healthy
eating
Open the Book Team
Harvest– service

Science

Music
Harvest Songs
Body percussion—composing
and performing in response to
Anna Meredith’s ‘Connect It’

French (Y3)
Appreciating songs in French
Basic greetings
Names of body parts and food

LEARNING, LISTENING, LIVING

Food and Our Bodies
Green Class
Year 2 and Year 3
1st Half Autumn Term

Why is exercise important for our
bodies?
How far does a sneeze travel? —
the importance of hygiene
What makes for a healthy diet?
Measuring our own levels of
fitness on Cycle Day
Finding different ways of
Computing
recording our data
What is an algorithm?
Thinking about instructions and Understanding about different
food groups and the importance
their use
Learning to log on and save our of vitamins and minerals
Understanding the importance of
work in our own folders
the skeleton and muscles in the
way our bodies work

P.E

English
Story appreciation and Story writing—Traditional Tales from a variety of cultures (involving food) Hansel & Gretel, Baba Yaga and Stone Soup
Recount writing based on visit to Shropshire Hills Discovery Centre & about ourselves in Writing
Workshop
Instructions writing using recipes
Poetry—calligrams—looking at the shape and form of poems
DRIVER 2: Outdoor Education

Using our school grounds for the
Fitness Challenge
Cycle Day

DRIVER 3: Christian Values

Jesus sharing food with others
Responsibility for our Bodies and
Health
Taking responsibility within
School
Truthfulness

DRIVER 4: Happiness and
Well-being

How exercise can help us to feel
good about ourselves
What exercise do I like?
Circle Time opportunities to talk
about our feelings

How do I like to keep fit?
Why is exercise important?
Fitness Challenge
Cycle Day with cycles and scooters
Ball skills
Dance
Running

DRIVER 5: Our Place in the
World

Harvest in Cressage
Fair trade and importance of
taking responsibility for food
we buy—impact on other parts
of the world

